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Abstract—It is very common to use a regular grid like
Tian-zi-ge or Mi-zi-ge to help writing in Chinese handwriting
environment, especially in education and postal area. Although
regular grid is helpful for writing, it is a disaster for recognition.
This paper focuses on handwritten Chinese character blind
inpainting with regular grid and spot. To solve this problem,
we use the recently proposed conditional generative adversarial
nets (GANs). Different from the traditional engineering based
method like line detection or edge detection, conditional GANs
learn a map between target and training data. The generator re-
constructs character directly from the data and the discriminator
guides the training process to make the generated character more
realistic. In this paper, we can automatically remove regular grid
in handwritten Chinese character and reconstruct the character’s
strokes correctly. Moreover, the evaluation on classification task
achieved a near state-of-the-art performance on the simulation
database and got a convincing result on real world regular grid
handwritten Chinese character database.

I. INTRODUCTION

Handwritten Chinese character recognition (HCCR) is a

challenging task which has been studied for more than fifty

years, due to a large number of character classes and the

distinct handwriting styles across individuals [1]. With the

development of deep neural network especially convolutional

neural network (CNN) [2], CNN-based handwritten Chinese

character classifier has become more and more powerful [3],

[4], [5], [6], [7], even outperformed the human performance in

the closed database [5]. The new state-of-the-art performance

97.37% has been achieved by Zhong et al. [8] using spatial

transformer network combined with the deep residual network,

which is robust to irregular characters with arbitrary position,

scale, and orientations. Although significant progress has been

achieved by using CNN-based models for HCCR, in the real

world, a little noise or overlap can fool the powerful character

classifier easily. Therefore, the well-trained classifier may do

not work very well in the real environment. In this paper, we

focus on handwritten Chinese character with the regular grid

such as Tian-zi-ge and Mi-zi-ge, which is very common in

Chinese handwriting environment as shown in Fig 1.

The regular grid is a template used to regulate the writing

format of Chinese characters, which is the primary school

and middle school writing standard in China. This is a very

practical problem when recognizing the handwritten Chinese

character with regular grid particularly in the application to

education areas such as online education, electronic scoring

system and K12 (kindergarten through twelfth grade) mobile

application, but nearly no one has noticed this problem. We are

the first work focus on this problem to the best of our knowl-

edge. The document image is usually saved in gray scale, so

we can’t use color information. In real world applications, the

traditional engineering based method like line detection [9]

or edge detection [10] are used to detect and wipe the regular

grid. However, it is easy to break the character’s strokes, thus

the classifier may misclassify the right character.

Inspired by the recently proposed Generative Adversarial

Networks (GANs) [11], we propose a conditional GANs [12]

for handwritten Chinese character blind inpainting focusing

on wipe the Tian-zi-ge, Mi-zi-ge or spot without breaking the

character’s strokes. GANs are generative models that learn

a loss that tries to classify if the output image is real or

fake, while simultaneously training a generative model to

minimize this loss. Unlike GANs, conditional GANs learn a

conditional generative model depends on not only the noise

but also the auxiliary data. The conditional GANs include two

parts, discriminator guides the training process that tries to

classify if the output image pair is real (without regular grid)

or fake (with regular grid), and encoder-decoder generator

map the input characters to real characters tries to fool the

discriminator. The conditional GANs models have successful

tackled inpainting [13], image prediction from a normal map

[14], image manipulation guided by user constraints [15],

video future frame prediction [16], style transfer [17], image-

to-image translation [18], future state prediction [19], and

product photo generation [20]. Due to its special adversarial

training process, conditional GANs can get a more realistic

image than other methods [21].

The whole model is trained on the pair data that is the

character with regular grid and ground truth character. The

conditional GANs can learn a conditional generative model

that maps the character with the regular grid to regular

character without any extra information about the corrupted

pixels, e.g. the locations or scale information of the regular

grid or spot. Generator learns to reconstruct the character by

the discriminator loss and L1 loss. In our experiments, we find

that the conditional GANs tend to produce realistic character

without breaking the character’s strokes which can help the

subsequent classification task. The main contribution of this

paper is that we find a new problem in the real environment,
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Fig. 1. The examples of handwritten Chinese character with regular grid in the real world environment. The picture above left to right is handwritten Chinese
character with Mi-zi-ge, dot-line Tian-zi-ge, basic regular grid, Tian-zi-ge respectively.

namely handwritten Chinese character with regular grid, and

we proposed a conditional GANs based model to deal with

this problem perfectly. It is the first application of GANs in

handwritten character classification area as far as we known.

Two experiments are conducted to show that the proposed

conditional GANs based model can not only achieve near

state-of-the-art performance on simulation HCCR database

and get a good result on real world regular grid handwritten

Chinese character database.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the generative adversarial nets for handwritten Chi-

nese character blind inpainting and its network architectures

detail. Section III presents the experimental results and Section

IV concludes this paper.

II. THE PROPOSED MODEL

The architecture of our proposed model is based on con-

ditional generative adversarial nets, and we will describe the

network framework in detail in the following subsections.

A. Generative Adversarial Nets

Generative adversarial nets [11] were recently proposed as

a novel way to train a generative model. GANs consists of

two models: a generative model G that captures the data

distribution, and a discriminative model D that estimates the

probability that a sample came from the training data rather

than G. The training procedure for G is to maximize the

probability of D making a mistake. Therefore, GANs can be

seen as a minimax two-player game rather than conventional

optimization procedure [22]. Both G and D could be a non-

linear mapping function, such as a multi-layer perceptron or

convolutional neural network, and the whole framework can

be trained with BP algorithm.

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] +

Ex∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))] (1)

To learn the generators distribution pg over training data x, we

define a prior on input noise pz(z), then represent a mapping

to data space as G(z; θg). And the discriminator D(x; θd)
outputs a single scalar representing the probability that x

came from training data rather than generated from G(z; θg).
We simultaneously train D to maximize the probability of

assigning the correct label to both training examples and

samples from G and train G to minimize log(1−D(G(z))).

B. Conditional Generative Adversarial Nets

Conditional generative adversarial nets [12] were an ex-

tended version of generative adversarial nets. In the conditional

GANs, both generator and discriminator are conditioned on

some extra information y. In this paper, we use character

image with regular grid as the auxiliary information y. We

can perform the conditioning by feeding y into the both the

discriminator and generator as additional input. The objective

function of a two-player minimax game would be as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x|y)[logD(x|y)] +
Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z|y)))] (2)

Previous approaches to conditional GANs have found it ben-

eficial to mix the GAN objective with a traditional loss, such

as L2 distance or L1 distance [13]. In this work, we follow

the same settings as [18]. We let the generator not only to fool

the discriminator but also output to be near to the ground truth

in an L1 distance, the discriminator is same as the traditional

conditional GANs. Now the objective of conditional GANs

can be expressed as

G∗ = min
G

max
D

V (D,G) +

λEx∼pdata(x|y),z∼pz(z) ‖y −G(z|y)‖ (3)

The framework of the conditional GANs is shown in the

Fig 2. We expect the generator learn the map between y

(characters with regular grid ) and x (characters without regular

grid). Moreover, we use dropout [23] on several layers of our

generator at both training and test time to replace the input

noise z.

C. Network Framework

We employ the generator and discriminator architectures

from those in [21], [18]. Because the instability and non-

convergence in GANs, we should use batch normalization [24]

after every convolution layers to improve the performance of

GANs. Details of both discriminator and generator network

framework are as followed.
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1) Discriminator: As shown in Fig. 3, we build a

deep convolutional neural network as the discriminator.

The network architecture is: conv[64,4,2,1]-lrelu[0.2]-

conv[128,4,1,1]-bn[128]-lrelu[0.2]-conv[1,4,1,1]-sigm. The

“conv”, “lrelu”, “bn”, “sigm” denote the convolutional layer,

leak ReLU layer [25], batch normalization layer and sigmoid

function respectively. The number in the bracket for conv

means [number of units, filter size, stride, padding size], for

lrelu means [negative slope] and for bn means [number of

units]. Followed by [18], the discriminator tries to classify if

each N x N patch in an image not the whole image is real

or fake, to restricting the GAN discriminator to only model

high-frequency features.

2) Generator: In the generator network part, we use the

encoder-decoder network architecture as:

encoder:conv[64,4,2,1]-lrelu[0.2]-conv[128,4,2,1]-bn[128]-

lrelu[0.2]-conv[256,4,2,1]-bn[256]-lrelu[0.2]-conv[512,4,2,1]-

bn[512]-lrelu[0.2]-conv[512,4,2,1].

decoder:dconv[512,4,2,1]-bn[512]-relu-dconv[256,4,2,1]-

bn[256]-relu-dconv[128,4,2,1]-bn[128]-relu-dconv[64,4,2,1]-

bn[64]-relu-dconv[1,4,2,1]-tanh

The “dconv”, “relu”, “tanh” denote the transposed convolu-

tional layer, ReLU layer [26] and tanh function respectively.

The number in the bracket for dconv means [number of units,

filter size, stride, padding size]. We apply dropout in decoder

network after first transposed convolutional layer for the noise

z. To maintain the low-level information, we also apply skip

connections between the encoder layers and decoder layers.

Fig. 4 shows the architecture for generator network.

In the optimization process, we use Adam [27] with a

Fig. 2. The conditional GANs architecture in this paper. It consists of
discriminator (D) and generator (G). We remove the noise vector and add
the dropout in the generator.

learning rate of 0.0002 and beta of 0.5, and all weights

were initialized from a zero-centered Normal distribution with

standard deviation 0.02, and dropout between 0.4-0.5 in a

few layers. The λ we set 100 here to balance the GANs

loss. The models are trained with a mini-batch size of 8 on

one GPU. For training, discriminator and generator are both

trained simultaneously. For testing, we only use the generator

to evaluate the original 32x32 input character image with the

regular grid.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Evaluation metrics

Evaluating the quality of synthesized images is a difficult

problem [28], it is not clear how to quantitatively evaluate

generative models, especially for GANs which can be difficult

to estimate the likelihood. In order to evaluate the visual

quality of the results, many papers use human observers to

evaluate the image quality [18]. But in this work, we can

use another method to evaluate the quality of our conditional

GANs model. We use a state-of-the-art handwritten Chinese

character classifier [8] to test the generated characters without

the regular grid, if the classifier can recognize generated

characters with high performance, that identifies our model

can wipe the regular grid with high visual quality.

B. Experimental Data

The database we used for simulation experiment evaluation

is the offline CASIA-HWDB [29] collected by the Institute

of Automation of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. We

use CASIA-HWDB1.0 database (420 writers) and CASIA-

HWDB1.1 database (300 writers) for training, and the ICDAR-

2013 Chinese handwriting recognition competition set (60

writers) [30] for testing. The number of character-class is

3755. We scrawl regular grid such as Tian-zi-ge, Mi-zi-ge or

even spot on the original image. And we collect a new database

used for real world regular grid experiment evaluation from

education area, which contains 51,000 handwritten Chinese

character samples with a basic regular grid. The collected

database is very difficult because the image quality is really

low even with scrawl and the regular grid consist of dot-line,

not solid-line. This database is to test if our model can deal

with the characters with the regular grid in the real-world

situation.

C. Experimental Settings

We shuffle our training data at the beginning of every epoch

and normalize the character image to a size of 32x32 as

the input for the both generator network and discriminator

network. Our model is implemented under the PyTorch sci-

entific computing platform. We use the CUDA backend and

cuDnnv5 accelerated library in our implementation for high-

performance GPU acceleration. Our experiments are carried

out on a workstation with one Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2680v3

2.50GHz CPU, one NVIDIA TitanX GPU, and the 256GB

RAM. The proposed model takes 0.1ms to generate one

handwritten Chinese character, and the conditional GANs
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the proposed discriminator network in conditional GANs. The input should be a image pair which contain character with regular
grid and generated character or target character.

Fig. 4. The architecture of the proposed generator network in conditional GANs. It is a kind of encoder-decoder networks with skip connections which to
maintain the low-level information.

model is trained for about 20 hours after 1 epochs over the

training set.

D. Simulation Experiment

In order to simulate the handwritten Chinese character with

the regular grid in the real world, we draw the regular grid

on character image from CASIA-HWDB dataset and ICDAR-

2013 offline HCCR competition datasets. As shown in Fig. 5,

we draw a 28x28 regular grid in a random location in a 32x32

image, All processes are implemented with random values

sampled from the uniform distribution. Our model is firstly

evaluated on the ICDAR-2013 offline HCCR competition

database with the simulative regular grid. We use different

regular grid such as basic regular grid, Tian-zi-ge, Mi-zi-ge

and Tian-zi-ge with a spot to test the performance of the

conditional GANs.

It is hard to compare our models with different typical

methods using the same dataset because it is a new problem in

the handwritten character area, there is no paper focus on this

topic before as far as we known. Hence we compare our mod-

els with traditional engineering based approach such as line

detection or edge detection. We assume that the engineering

based approach could find the regular grid correctly, but the

engineering based approach cannot reconstruct the corrupted

strokes. Thus, to simplify the evaluation experiment, we just

white the pixel in regular grid location as the character image

processed by engineering methods like line detection and

remove method. The handwritten Chinese character classifier

we chose is the new state-of-the-art model proposed by Zhong

et al. [8] using spatial transformer network combine with the

deep residual network.

The experimental results are shown in Table I. It is shown

that we can achieve near state-of-the-art performance for

offline HCCR compared with conventional HCCR task without

regular grid noises. And our model outperforms engineering

TABLE I
RESULTS ON SIMULATION OFFLINE HCCR DATABASE

Method regular grid Accuracy

STN-Residual-19 Baseline without regular grid 96.99%

basic regular grid 11.53%

Tian-zi-ge 1.85%

Mi-zi-ge 0.69%

Tian-zi-ge with spot 1.17%

Conditional GANs basic regular grid 96.89%

Tian-zi-ge 96.69%

Mi-zi-ge 96.55%

Tian-zi-ge with spot 91.47%

Line Detection and Remove Method basic regular grid 96.60%

Tian-zi-ge 94.20%

Mi-zi-ge 90.96%

Tian-zi-ge with spot 87.21%

based approach with a large gap because the conditional GANs

can reconstruct the corrupted strokes and make them realistic.

Taking all these together, we can conclude that our model

can perform realistic Chinese character blind inpainting in the

general setting. However, the experiment only shows that our

model work in the simulation environment. Therefore, to prove

the effectiveness of our model in dealing with the handwritten

Chinese characters with the regular grid, we conduct another

experiment on handwritten Chinese characters in real world

situation.

E. Real World Regular Grid Experiment

For the real world regular grid experiment, we use the

pre-trained conditional GANs from the simulation experiment

without any extra information. The handwritten Chinese char-

acter with the regular grid in real world and the result character
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Fig. 5. The effectiveness of the conditional GANs in character blind inpainting for HCCR on simulation offline HCCR database. Top: the handwritten Chinese
characters with Tian-zi-ge and spot. Bottom: the in-painted characters with the conditional GANs.

TABLE II
RESULTS ON REAL WORLD REGULAR GRID DATABASE

Method Accuracy

STN-Residual-19 Baseline 1.65%

Wipe Border 68.63%

Conditional GANs 86.28%

image are shown in Fig 6, we can see that the regular grid

around the character has been wiped out correctly. It should be

pointed out that it is hard for line detection and remove method

to deal with the dot-line regular grid, and the regular grid in

this database is nearly fixed, therefore we directly wipe the

border of the character image with 2 pixels as the comparison.

The results for real world regular grid HCCR experiment

are summarized in Table II, we can see that the classifier with

conditional GANs model outperforms the classifier without

conditional GANs and classifier with wipe border. It proves

the effectiveness of our model in dealing with the handwritten

Chinese characters with the regular grid in the real environ-

ment. But unfortunately, the character’s image in the database

only contains the basic regular grid that causes little overlap

on the characters’ strokes. We believe that our model can deal

with the more difficult situation such like Tian-zi-ge, Mi-zi-ge

in the real environment, and we will conduct this experiment

in the future.

F. Analysis of the Loss Function

The loss function Eqn 3 contains two parts: GANs loss and

L1 loss. Fig 7 shows the qualitative effects of GANs loss. As

we can see in the Fig 7, if we remove GANs loss, the generated

character image performs poor. L1 loss can get an acceptable

but blurry result, especially in the spot area. Meanwhile, GANs

loss with L1 loss performs better and tends to create realistic

character image without strokes broken.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a new handwritten Chinese char-

acter blind inpainting model based on conditional generative

adversarial nets. Our model needs no extra information about

the location of the regular grid or spot, it can learn a map

between characters with regular grid and real characters. The

experimental results show that: (1) our model can wipe the

regular grid without breaking the strokes and (2) the pro-

posed model can reconstruct handwritten Chinese characters

perfectly. In future, we will continue to improve the proposed

model from different aspects, such as using more stable

training methods and more powerful encoder-decoder network

to get realistic characters. We will also try the conditional

GANs model in other tasks in the document area such like

document image binarization and document denoising.
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